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SUMMARY OF THESIS
EQUILIBRIUM DELAY DISTRIBUTIONS FOR QUEUES 
WITH RANDOM SERVICE
The problem which the thesis discusses is that of determining the 
probability of delay of a demand (customer) in a queueing system in vhl 
service is random, i.e. on the completion of a service-time the server 
obtains the next customer for service by choosing at reuidom from among 
those waiting. The system is assumed to be in statistical equilibrium, 
airrivals are assumed to follow the Poisson distribution, and two distin 
assumptions regarding service-time are made, (i) that it follows the 
negative exponential distribution, (ii) that it is constant.
For the case of negative exponential service-time, the work of a 
number of authors is reviewed!
(i) Molina (1927)# who derived the equilibria state probabilit 
of the system*
(ii) Mellor (19 2^ ), who was the first to discuss the actual dela 
distribution, but \diose treatment of the problem is incor
(iii) Vaulot ( 19^6 ), who formulated the problem correctly «md gav 
fundamental differential-difference equation, which he us 
to find the delay distribution as a Maclaurin series*
(iv) Palm (1946), who, independently of Vaulot and almost simult 
ously with him, derived the fundamental equation, and dis 
methods (involving generating functions) by which it migh
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be solved, the determination of the general form of the 
distribution by means of the first tvo moments, and the 
question of numerical computation*
(v) Pollaczek (19^)# ^ o  used Laplace transforms and contour 
integration to find an exact expression for the delay 
distribution function, but in a form too cooqplicated for 
actual computation*
(vi) Riordan (195)), vdio, in an attempt to check numerical valui 
obtained by means of a differential analyzer, found a mei 
of evaluating exactly the moments of the distribution, ai 
used them to approximate to the distribution function by 
sum of a few exponentials, thus obtaining numerical valui 
comparatively easily*
(vii) Le Roy (1957), who discussed the problem in matrix notatioi 
and used an approximating process similar to Riordan*s. 
The case in which the number of places in the queue is finite doei 
not appear to have been discussed, and in the next section, which is n< 
the modifications to the state probabilities and to the fundamental 
equation for this case are given. The results of actual solution of t] 
equation, by means of the Sirius digital computer, for 20, 40 and 60 
places in the queue are given, and their relation to the results for ai 
unrestricted queue are discussed.
The case of constant service-time has received comparatively litti 
attention, and the section dealing with this first reviews the work of 
Crommelin (19)S), who derived equations satisfied by the equilibrium
)
State probabilities and also obtained an expression for a generating 
function of these probabilities, and of Burke (1959), who gave a very 
clear analysis of the problem and obtsdned actual numerical values for 
the delay distribution, but only for the case of one server.
Burke's work appeeurs to be capable of extension, and in the next 
section, which is new, it is shown that his methods can be used in the 
case of two servers.
There seems to be no record of a Monte Carlo investigation of the 
constant service-time case, and in the following section, which is als 
new, the method by which such an investigation was carried out, by mea 
of the Sirius computer, for one and for two servers is described. It 
shown that for one server good agreement with Burke's results was obta 
Finally, it is pointed out that although Burke's methods can pro­
bably be extended to more than two servers, Monte Carlo methods offer 
easier way of dealing with this problem, and there seems to be no seri 
difficulty in using them to analyse not only larger systems but also 
cases in which more realistic assumptions are made regarding the arriv 
and service-time distributions.
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A B S T R A C T
B^LXBRIUH DnAY DIGTRIB0TI0B3 FOR QISSUSS 
WITH RARDOM SERVICE
The problem which the thesis discusses is that of determining the 
probability of delay of a demand (customer) in a queueing system In which 
service is random, i.e. on the completion of a service-time the server 
obtains the next customer for service by choosing at random from among 
those waiting. The system is assumed to be in statistical equilibrium, 
arrivals are assumed to follow the Poisson distribution, asâ, two distinct 
assumptions regarding service-time are made, (i) that It follows the 
negative exponential distribution, (ii) that it is constant.
For the case of negative exponential service-time, the work of a 
number of authors is reviewed:
(i) Molina (1927), who derived the equilibrium state probabilities 
of the system;
(ii) Mellor (19^), 1A 0 was the first to discuss the actual delay
distribution, but whose treatment of the problem is incorrect 
(ill) Vaulot (%946)f %d%o formulated the problem correctly and gave & 
fundamental differentiol-difference equation, which he used 
to find the delay distribution as a Maclaurin series;
(iv) Palm (19%), who, independently of Vaulot and almost simultano- 
ously with him, derived the fundamental equation, and discuss 
methods (involving generating functions) by which it mL^st
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be solved, the deterxoix»tlon of the general fom of the 
distribution by means of the first two moments, and the 
question of auaerioal cooputationj 
(▼) BoUaeseh (19^)# 1*0 used Laplace transfoms and contour 
integration to find an exact expression for the delay 
distribution funetion, but in a form too cooo^oated for 
actual eenputetioni 
(vi) Biordaa (1995)# who, in an attempt to èhoèk anaarical values 
obtained by naans of a differential analyser, found a method 
of evaluating exactly the moments of the distribution, and 
used them to appgoxinnte to the distribution fbnctlon by a 
sum of a fbu exponentials, thus bbtalntng sansrioal values 
comparatively easily;
(vii) Le Boy (1997), who discussed the prcblom in matrix notation 
and used an approximating process similar to Biordsn's.
The case in which the nuoher of places in the qseue is finite does 
not appear to have been discussed, and in the next section, which is nsv, 
the modifications to the state prdbebilitiee and to the fundamental 
equation for this cose are given, . The results of oetuel solution of the 
eqjuaticn, by means of the Sirius digital cooputer, for 20, to and 60 
places in the queue are gtveo, and their relation to the results for an 
narestrleted queue are dieeuseed.
She case of constant oerviee-tims has received eosparetively little 
attention, and the eection dealing with this first reviom the work of 
Croonelln (1992)# id^ e derived équations satisfied by the equilibrium
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state probabilities and also obtained an expression for a generating 
function of those probabilities, and of Burke (l^9), who gave a very 
clear analysis of the problesi and obtained actual numerical values for 
tho delay diatrlbution, but only for the ease of one server.
Burke's work appears to be capable of extension, and in the next 
section, which Is new, it is shown that his methods can be used in the 
ease of tvo servers.
There seems to be no record of a Monte Oarlo investigation of the 
constant servioe-time ease, and in the following section, which is also 
new, the method by which such an investigation was carried out, by means 
of the Sirius computer, for one and for tvo servers is described. It is 
shown that for one server good agreement with Burke's results was obtained.
Finally, it is pointed out that although Burke's methods can pro­
bably be extended to more than two servers, Monte Carlo methods offer an 
easier way of dealing with this problem, and there seems to be no serious 
difficulty in using them to analyse not only larger systems but also 
cases in which more realistic assumptions are made regarding the arrival 
and service-time distributions.
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Infcroduetion
Probabiliotio methods have been fruitfully aaployed in recent years in 
problems Involving queues. A queue arises when demands are made for service, 
not all the demands can receive service immedlately on arrival, and the 
demands waiting for service are arranged in order of arrival, forming a 
waiting line. Is practical cases there Is a random element in the service- 
time or in the arrival tizses or in both. @&uay actual queueing systems are so 
coogplicated thftt precise mathematical treatmast is iaqpossible, but certain 
simplifying asaumptions regarding service-time, arrival-time end other cen- 
diti^us of the system can be made which lead to a matbanatic&lly tractable 
problem which neverthelesa gives a fairly good approximation to reality. 
Questions for which answers may be sought are
(i) the mean and distribution of tho length of time for which a
customer has to queue for service, i.e. the delay distribution;
(ii) the mean and distribution of the mnsber of cuatomars in the 
system at any Instant;
(ill) the mean and distribution of the length of the server's busy 
periods, i.e. periods of uninterrupted activity.
In pra4stical applications, we may require investigation of any one of 
these.
This thesis discusses the determination of the delay dlstributien with 
random selection from the queue, i.e. In the case where on the completion of 
a service-time, the server obtains the next custcmer for service by choosing
— 12.^ —
at random from eaong those waiting and not necessarily hy taking them in the 
order of their arrival. It is assumed that the system is in statistical 
equilibrium, i.e. that the probabilities of the states of which it is capable 
are independent of time. The arrivals are assumed to follow the Poisson 
distribution and the service-time is assumed either to have the negative 
exponential distribution or to be constant.
The general outline of the problem and basic assumptions are given in 
article 1. Article 2 is devoted to the case of Poisson arrivals and negative 
exponential service-time. In § 2.1 gmseral cooBtants on this ease are made.
In B 2.2 the equilibrium state probabilities are derived. Then the first 
attenpt, that of Mellor in 19^2, to get the delay distribution function with 
random selection from the queue is given in g 2.9, showing how it is defective
in the formulation of the problem. This is followed by the correct formulation
of the problem by Vaulot, in 1946, with the fundamental difference-differential
equations, in g 2.4. In the next two sections, the methods by which Palm and
FoUacsek solved Vaulot's fundamental equations theoretically are discussedo 
The results given by them are shown to be inconvenient for numerical 
computation.
In g 2.7 is given Riordan'o rather more statistical approach, that of 
actual caleuloticm of the momeote of the delay distribution function and the 
use of these to fit the sum of a few exponential functions as an approximation. 
A similar method of dealing with the problem, using matrix notation, was given 
by Le Roy, and is described in the following section.
The problem involves the solution of an infinite number of differential 
equations with constant coefficients. Before the advent of computers, the
- 3  -
Bolutlon of a finite number of equations to get an approximation for the
infinite case could hardly be regarded as a practical method, because the
maximum nuzaber of equations* which could be dealt with was 00 small. Row
the use of cocaputers makes this a feasible method, and in g 2.9 are described
the modifications to the equations for a queue of finite size W  and the
results of actually solving them by computer for 20, 40 and 60. In 
article ), the problem with Poisson arrivals and constant service-time is 
discussed. Crommelin" s method of evaluating the equilibrium state proba­
bilities is given in g 9,2. Then Burke's investigation of the delay distri­
bution function for a single line is given in detail in g 9o9« This suggested 
the extension of the problem to two or more lines. The mathematical derivation 
for two lines on the basis of Burke's argument is given in g 9.4.
Another way in which computers can make a contribution to the solution of 
statistical probl<sns is in Monte Carlo methods, since they make it possible 
to study the experience of a large enough mmiber of individuals to give an 
indication of the general form of the distribution. Such methods are obviously' 
appropriate for this problem, and in R 9*9 is given a description of their use
and of results which were obtained for one and for two lines.
-  4 •
Description of the Problem
In order to analyse problems on queues ve must be in possession of 
three important data, viz, (l) the service mechanism, (ii) the arrival
of the customers and (ill', the rule by which customers are selected 
from the queue for service.
(i) In the case of the service mechanism of the system, the nunjber 
of servers available to meet the demand and the service-time 
probability distribution are required. Information regarding 
the availability of the servers must also be given.
(ii) The arrival pattern of the customers is usually given by the 
probability distribution of the interval between successive 
demands for service.
(iii) The rule by idiich a server, when free, selects the next oustosier 
for service from among those waiting is usually called the 
queue discipline.
The natural case of queue discipline in many applications is "first 
come, first served". Contributions based on this discipline are numerous, 
as may be seen in the literature now available. Other types which have been 
considered are cases in which some demands have priority over others, "last 
cone, first served", and random selection from the queue.
The last-mentioned case is interesting and is realised (at least 
approximatoly) in certain practical applications, but it appears that very 
few writers have devoted attention to it. As has been suggested by Balm, 
an eminent worker in this field, this may be due to its mathematical 
intractability.
" 5 -
The preseot thesis is a review of work done on queueing problems with 
selection at random from the queue, the object being to determine the 
probability distribution of delay when the system is in statistical equili­
brium, together with a description of attempts made at various points to 
carry the discussion of the problem a little further.
The stateu&snt that the system is in statistical equilibrium means that 
the probabilities of the various states of which the system is capable are 
independent of time. The equilibrium state probabilities describe the non- 
transient behaviour of the system, i.e. the distribution to which it "settles 
down" a long time after it is started. If in such systems the initial distri­
bution is the equilibrium one, the state probabilities remain constant, i.e. 
independent of time, so that this is often called the "stationary" distri­
bution.
The number of demands present, either being served or waiting will be used 
as a description of the state of the system. Full availability of the servers 
will sdso be assumed.
The prbblem obviously has application to many different fields, but 
telephony is the one which most writers seem to have hod in mind. For the 
greater part, therefore, the terminology of telephony will be used: the 
servers will be described as "lines', the service-timm as "holding-time" 
and the demands or customers as "calls'.
Poisson arrivals, nexatlve exponential holdioR-time
2.1 Introduction; The siznplcot asfiuniption which can be imde about arrivals
is that the probability that a demand for service is made in the infinitesiical 
tlE?e-lnterval (t, t > dt) le proportional to dt, the constant of proportion­
ality being independent of time, of other demands and of the nunfber in the 
system. It is convenient to write this probability in the form g.dt, where
h is the average holding-time and a is the average number of calls arriving
— • - t(demands for service ) in time h. This assumption implies that e^ 
probability that the interval between successive demands exceeds t, and 
that the nunlber of demands made in any finite interval of length T is a 
Poisson variable with mean g T.
Similarly, for holding-time the simplest assumption is that the 
probability that it exceeds t is e this implies that when a line is
engaged the probability that it becomes free in the interval (t, t + dt)
dtis "jg- . In moot of the theoretical treatment of queueing problems, it has 
been assumed, for simplicity, that either the arrival or the holding-time 
distribution is negative exponential.
2.2 The equilibrium state probabilities for this case were given by Molina 
In 19^ [7], his argument being as follows. Let c be the nudber of lines
and P^ the probability that there are v calls in the system, v - 0, 1, 2 ... , 
(either being served or waiting). Only if a < c can there be equilibrium.
Let us consider tho beginning and end of an infinitesimal tlme-interval of 
length dt. If at the end of the tlme-interval dt, there are v calls in the 
system (v « 1, 2, ...), then at the beginning of the time-interval there 
could have been v - 1, v + 1, or v calls in the system (three mutually
Yexclusive cases), followed by an arrival, a departure or neither reepectlvoly, 
during the time interval dt. ïhe cases of more than one arrival or departure 
(release) in the interval dt ore neglected, their probabilities being of hlgho 
order in dt.
The probability of on arrival la time dt is ^ g ^  dt. When there ore 
(v + l) calls in the system, the probability of a release is ^ dt
when V < c and ^  dt when v a c. When there are v calls in the system, 
the probability that there will be neither an arrival nor a departure is 
1^1 - dt^ when v < c and j^l * ^ h ^  h ^
V a c.
Thus
I, 1- ,
T?,- ■
y  ^ c, C4» , -
By a similar argument, the case when v « 0 gives
" P „  -  T, I t ) ' " '  +  ,
Which can be covered by the above equations, if we define to be zero when
V < 0.
These equations give v P^ - a P^_^ ; v * 1, 2, ... c and c P^^^ « a P^ ;
Y * c, C 4 - 1 ,  ,. ,  whose solution is
-  8 ••
X r  - % r  ; If 1, 2. , ......
~^V- “- , V  -. c ,  C^« , • • • ' \ ( O
• (-
00But £ P - 1, being the sum of the probabilities of all the possible states,
V“0and it follovo that ^%' Ç- -^ r it  (-y-r o n »
Thus the probability that all the lines are engaged. I.e. that an arriving 
call will be delay* d, is
-  T ’o f  r  C ,
V'-sC
a formula given \y Erlang lij 1)17 [ and denoted C(c,a) by him.
The conditional probability that a delayed call will find n calls waiting is
ÜTëîâ? ^c+n C +  ^
To ) Cé--)
n •> 0, 1, 2, .... , where a is written for g ; a lo sometimes called the 
occupancy is^ e^l or traffic intensity,
2.) The fr rst attempt to deal with the problem of the delay distribution 
when delay id calls are chosen at random from the queue appears to be that of 
Mellor (19^) [ k] Hid argument is as follows:-
Let P^(t) be the probability that a delayed call is delayed more than t and 
that the*3 ore n others waiting with it [(n + l) waiting in all] at time t.
The char ULthat cx£iTte becomes free in the infinitesimal interval {t,t*^ dt)
- 9 -
\ 1and that the call in question is chosen for ssrvica ic \ j dt — r\ n / n V I
Then (t * dt) w chance that the call Is delayed zaore than t dt and has 
n others waiting with it then • Pg(t) % (chance that the call la not served
in interval (t, t + dt)]
AX” ^
)I  1 - (2)
dPo CThio leads to the differential equation • - h(n»l7 giveo
ct
? ft) » c_ e being the integration constant,n s n
How P{t), the total probability that a delayed call is delayed more than t,
is given by
'7\ 1 o thus
- p  c■= <2 _  ' C-t-h-n
y\ - o
«Q
Ptrttlng t M 0, v@ get P(0) = £ ^ c+n+1 ®n  ^ P(0) io tlie probability that
00the call suffers some delay, which io £ P . This can be written as<a / \n / \ 00 n«0
^ I r  j I r j ^ idiich shows that » %  for all n.= B»o V® / \ a / 0 ,1  c+n O a
Xbua finally «.
'>\ •> o
(>o / ^ x'h'V I ^^
=  1 .  I- .
«k. Tv-V. , . . .  Çj[____
^  10) -
Kollor" s solution caanot be re^rdsd as satiofcxtory, however, for the 
equation (2) assunen that if (a + l) calls are waiting at time t 4^ dt, 
there must have been the sazso number at time t, whereas in fact there 
could have been n, n + 2 o rn + 1 then, followed by an arrival, a depar­
ture or neither, respectively, in the interval (t, t + dt). Nevertheless, 
Bailor's solution, as will be seen, is a useful approximation for large n.
2.4 The correct differentlal-dlfferonco equations for the problem were 
first given In 1946 by Vaulot (11} and Palm [?]# almost Qinulta&eously. 
They zoay be derived as follows. Let f^(t) be the probability that a call, 
which arrives to find n other calls waiting, is del&yed more than time t. 
Consider the infinitesimal interval dt immediately succeeding the arrival 
of the call. In this interval there are only three possibilities: (i) 
another call errivco (probability ^  g ^ dt], (ii) a line becomes free 
(probability Ç  ^ ')dt], osiâ. (ill) neither of these tiro (probability 
(1 - dt)}. In case (ii) the conditional probability that the eojiJL
in question is not chosen for service, and is therefore still waiting at 
the end of the interval, is % Siuo
K ^ u - )  =  t i t -  W ' " * '  +  i " '
which leads, on letting dt Hi» 0, G
1? -
v?:’itlas (g - ^  s:.2dlc/= , we can express the above equiatiou more simply ir
the new variable as
_ ( > v _ \ F  (,.) - 4- o4 ?— r %  " vTv-vt/ (3Î
The ïousâary coadltioos aro P (o) a 1, F (=) « 0 for all m  acd
u ' >"2 = 1, for ellttr The probability Siji) that an afbitrsry call
Will be delayed more than t is given by
- . 5  T  F ^ ( u )  ,  T
T\ c? ^  ^  o 
Tv
=  c c
05 ,  f- , .
c,«..) c i— V  £. /
*K -5- o
and flince C(c,&) is the probability that a call will be delayed, the con­
ditional probability F(W that a delayed call will be delayed more than t 
la given by
TL H  ( u) -  (4)f T ( u )  =  ( I - " U  ^Tv. 3 o
Note that F(0) ^ 1.
Having derived equations (9), Vaulot used them to find the coefficient^ 
in the %&&claurln series for and hence obtained the series for f(U).
The first two terms given by V&ulot for f a r e
^  ......
•• lir! -
where %  0.Æ £\ ^ ^
Tho differential-differcnco equations (3) are tho fundnmontal equations of 
tho syatom and their solution ie the principal problem. % e  theoretical 
solution of the oquations has been discussed by both Balm eusd PoUacsek. 
Their methods are given below.
2.9 B&lm, who was a pioneer in the problem appears to have drawn up as 
early as 1938 the tlieoretioal solution of this problem but did not publish 
hie work until 1946» He delayed the publication of his investigation in 
the hope of finding easier methods of numerical evaluation, a hope vhich 
vas only partly realised* He pointed out that the mathematical treatment of 
the waiting timo probleia with a rsadwly served queue is appreciably more 
cczaplicated than with an ordered queue.
He derived the func?^ental equations (9) independently of V&ulot fiZsd 
also indicated how these equations are modified for tho ease of on ordered 
queue; the solution is then easily obtainable by a direct integration 
process.
The mathematical treatment of the problem by Balm starting from the 
fundamental equations (9) is as follows. Taking the fundamental difference- 
differential equations in the form
- a n r  ---------  — I'Y = O , Z. - ....
the following medications are carried out for the case of an ordered queue.
(1) calls cc#lng in later do not affect the waiting time, i.e. a « 0.
(ii) the call in question cannot get service unless it Is at the head 
of the queue, i.e. the factor
-  13 -
>  O  —  -x-4-i
Thus vith an ordered queue, we get the following relations for n > 1
-  %  F ^ ' W  ............. W
and for n = 1
(1 _ -  S _  1-. ((')
X L V-v. ' ' (b)
y_ tIntegrating oquatlon (b) we get Fi(t) » e*®' and then by recurrently 
Intcgi’etlcg (a) wo get
, , c , n
f-wU') =
In the case of a nmdomly served queue, the solution is not so sisqile. Here 
Pain uses a method involving gezsorating functions as shown below.
Let c f > ( X , U . )  =  ^  (5)
We have
d ^ ( o , u )  ^  o  s f  c x , o )  - 1 . w ® ;
-  " » \ + |  ^  X  _ J 1
Expanding in ascending powers of k, as
^ ( . , 0  =  I  A , W  u.  , . , cu,
i ' - ' "  (6)
V I. )  ,  <■' ^then -Lx) -  4  ' ( X  ,q ) r ^  ^
where the superscripb (i) denotes the Itb derivative with respect to
From equations (]>), (O) can he found hy repeated differentiation
with F (O) a 1. Hence for i « 1, we find Fp ^ (O) and so on. n n
Thus A^(x) con he forad, whore A^(x) « Y”-"x  ^ this gives a solution 
of tho problem in principle. Finally
F ( u . )  =  Li^
To calculate tho values of A^(x), it ie desirable to find the differential 
equation eatlefied by S&iltiplying both sides of (3) by (n-e-1 )
and cucsning for n # 0, 1,2, ve find
(izZlLLlllt H- =  o  ...
X  xi-
From (6) and (T) ve get
"g u.*-'' J L A , - U )  f|,x~) ( X ' ^ j  ?  ^
&  1 F Ô I  - Z T "  ^ ----- 5  6 .
t>0 . L . , . X ^
I o
Coefficients of each power of Iv must be aero if (6) is a oolufcion cf (T). 
Sfcerefore ( (' x) (.X À} ^  ft . Lx)
- % i T  ^  — ;  - % 3 T  - + 1 ^ ^ ' - '  ^ '
I 3 I / T- / 1 ....
IS  »
o
E e r e  A ^ ( 0 ) lo sero f r o m  e q u ation (6 ), oiace t h e  b o u n d a r y  eonlition for 
^ ( % A )  iB ^ ( 0 »U^) »  0 , H e n c e  t he l o w e r  lixolt o f  Integration abonre la taken  
a s  sero. T h e n  ^
w h i c h  f i n ally gives  ^  ^ A ( x )  A^  Qx) -«(.Icwi' nc-t . ^<^7
Ai .. l ^ )  -   - % -----------" C - »  X - ) o  X  Ju
w i t h  A g ( % )  T T g
E e n c e  t h e  A *s c an b e  f o und reeursively^ e.g.
i x )  -  . J S -1 ^, I — XX
T h i s  m e t h o d  o f  o alculatiog A ^ ( % )  is e rcesaively cozEplicatedf in  t h e  aeriea 
f o r  Aj^ t or  example# t h e r e  a re m o r e  t h a n  100 terme.
F û r  m u m s r i c a l  coagatatloo e^paatlons (8 ) a n d  (9 *) g i ven b e l o w  c a n  b e  use d  
for r e c ursive calculation^ b e t  e ven t h i s  is v e r y  laborious.
^  .(.x) = F^( ^  _ * - - - " - (8 )
i\%0
C'V C.-1 t-'l
p ' ' ( o )  -  21. p  (o) -  (o) -}-o(.F f o ) .......... (9)I yyy, f -n-V-t 'Vt ^
Aa an Ulttstrabion^ for Ai(x) wo get 
1 °^) =
Hence “K-vl p ,,
• 7\ ■& O
which is the some as is given by the other method.
CeAcatotlro of Kgiaentfl_fflid t o m  feefcor
folia crraXuated the firet odA second noments of F(u) end IL(n) and
with the use of what he called the ”9 b m  Factor” investigated the nature of
these distributions. Hh defined "form factor” e of a distribution as the
second mcecent of the distribution about the axis t «• 0# divided by the
sqpzare of the neon value of the distribution. Thus^é # 1 f ^  #
«here s is the mean n a d ^  is the standard deviationt In the case of the
«t/snegative ezpemozxtial holding^tine distribution o ' #  where s is the mean 
holding^isie# the form factor e is equal to 2# since o = e.
Palm used the "form factor” to characterise the shape of one «ay 
limited distributions i.e. from t «» 0 to t « ee^ as in the ease under 
investigation. Be regarded the exponential distribution as the boundary 
between "steep” and "flat” distributions. For a steep distribution the 
fozvi factor e baa values 1 S c < 2 (s can never be less than 1 )# for ars
flat distribution it has values 2 < s.
Tho filth mcmsnt for the generating function ^ (x#%u) is definod by
- IT -
Lo
o
Rpom this, the first moacDt is
Oo
M ,  =  j
Using the dlffersstial equation (7) and integrating the left-hand oldo 
of that equation with respect to Iv from 0 to o»# va get
2 -  4 - n - X j ( X - X l ^  {<ù(K.^)d
^  J(, l)iv ' X  à k ] J
4- j t:p (k,w) ^ o
From equation (5 ) we have the boundary condition C*^/ X. I-X
With this value and the value of % ,  the àbove equation can be written
(I.e.) M ( W  ^  o C n M
By Integration we get .I . + c.x. Illicit
— 1 ô —
Tho integration conôtant o muât bave tbe valuo zoro to caks M,(x) finite 
for a < 1.
Thus 
from which
( X )  1: - % T %  ' J
= (J - .C)^ 
mmrefore tbe mean valme of 7(a) Is ^ * (a,k)I 1*
o C  , I
(J  Ji " l - o C
By onalogons methods the oee^id moment of P(n) can he worked out, end Its 
value Is "I; "g y  g*"” j . Then the form factor for ?(u) is
Cl-otJ 1+
(  I - / . ) ^  S.~ <L
For 0 < a < t # it is clear that a lies between 2 and 4. Eence the waiting- 
time distribution P(n) la flat. For small values of a# thé form factor 
appxwches the value 2.
Palm obtained the form factor for P^(u) also and remarked that for 
n > 1# the distribution Pg^ (u) is steep at least for small values of ou 
Jhaprlçai caacutstion
The numerical computatioo of tbe ccaffieieots j^(n) cbtainod from 
the recurrence relation given above is not ooavenient because of alter­
nating signs in the series expensions. To overcome this. Balm discussed 
other possibilities. Bs Introduced coefficlmits B^(z) instead of A^(x) 
by defining
— 1^1 —
CO r ^ u.
L-o ^ o
Be got B^(x) • ^-g"^  T"T^ 82& B relation for B^(z):
A ± f L T , . W  = t-i x - ^ o  X  ^ J
It is then possible to deterolno all the B^(x). This however Is aloo 
complicated for the higher 1 values. But a good feature here le th&t all 
the B^(;0 Bre positive end that they dim3.nlsh numerically more rapidly 
than the corresponding A^(a).
The treatnent of tbe problem by Balm is ingenious. The recurrence 
relations for numerical cosnutation are useful# but the expressions for 
the coefficient^A^(z) are extremely complicated eyad involve large nudbers 
of terms. Thus easier methods of numerical computntlon were sought by other 
writers, particularly Riordan in 1953*
2.6 Policczeh, in his papers of 1)46 end W 9 #  gave a conplete mathematics^ 
solution of the fundamental equations ())# using generating functions, 
Laplnce transforms and contour integration. Hie treatment of the problem 
is as given below.
Let us start from Vaulot'o difference-differential équations for B^(t) 
in the form
+  ( t t 3  F x l W  =
1 %  - C), I, 1. - ■ ----
20
with the initial coalition ?„(0) 1, 2 . Recalling thon
definition of traffic intensif a « a/c end multiplying both aides of the
h n/2above equation by = =  a ' e " , wq get
I- -, _
■fcç! C'4>)^
+  - ^  ^  F  < W
Then oübBtltutlng
t  : f J W  ^ cC
we get
d _ _>1 - 4  ((:*]  W ^_____  — • I*.  ^ *^_i_|
O, '/  .......
'Vi+t
with the initial condition
. ( Tv. r Oy ly 1..... ^
■z^ {o) - d. /I 'K
using a caopldx parameter %  for the Laplace transform of fg^ (t^ ) in the
^  -  A  z
D'^O
O / f- A J
“ 'Vv '*o
- 21 -
which coavorgos for ^ C -t-CLA  v®Cc
\ 4- 
^  \/«C in Tlow of
tho condition 0 S P^(t) g 1; we get by effecting this tmnofosrm on 
equation (A)
{yi. «  O/ ly T_,............ )
f-K
(tiltiplylng both oldas of this equation by (a+1 ) x and summing on n, 
we getIZ I.tn-l) x"^>i*o (i-X/-c; "X%|
oo r”* ^ 0-4- ^ ( ' > '  +  0 ^  ^
>\ -=-o ,
L  \xi <  v z  j
Row defining a generating function $(x,s) as
c o
ooa o  ^X -tZt'o
V
we deduce froQ the above eqmtion that g satisfies the equation
T î_  -
which can ha written
The problem now la to find a solution of this differential equation 
valid for | x| < ^  and B(z) sufficiently large.
E(sw putting the eoefficiest of ^  in the form
X**'- ^  X  7 .+-1 =  ( X - X , ) ( x - X ^ )  ^ vtera
X l^"^) - Z -Î- d/yveL Xj_C^) = %-Jz5^  =
tor > t  ^
and defining the eign f f • 1 here oo that - 1 n z at infinity
on the z plane, cut frai s « -1 to z « 1, we find the oolution of the 
differential equation t)ich vaniahss for x a %g %, gg to be
“ in-J g ^
■2- -  _i
where ^  ^  | ^  ^ \/2?"— ^09
By peimu&lng tha oBeKiors Z and /°* dt la 9(x,z), m  geto»0 o ®
O
Using Fourier's t h c o o n d  re-substituting for f^(t^) in terms of 
wo can write this
?
> —
^  X  t'o) =  - 6  é .  0 5
'h.-.o ,‘
I
Thus VO get
oo
Æ T T  L
— C co-t" CO
I^  (^X\/Z) =  - 2
*K -s. o U
— W»^o 4" (L
•e
- - (B)
£  CL >  3 t  > o J
The ftmetlon @(%,z), considered os o function of s. Is hoXoxaorpbic In 
tbe complex place (closed ot infinity, cut along tbe segaaait -1 g s a 1, 
If we coke \ 2 1^ < 1 to ensure that (aci - 0 In that plane
[since j Xi| a 1], The function adislto, for z infinite, a Taylor series 
of tbe form ^  ^  -(* .... and is bounded in that plane.Z Sr
Thus, by Cauchy's Theorem, the path of integration of the integral
LrOO (L __
r-vbere t > 0, can be token to be aA
Oo -Vtraversed in the positive sense, which follows the two edges of the cut
I f X, %r t" J Z  Z. -
^  c -e ,  ”  Ü  »
-I oS s g 1 •
If Oi end Os bo the values of 0 on the lower ond upper edges of the 
cut, respectively, in passing from one edge of the cut to tbe other, 
xi and sq and also a andf-zn « l)are penautedi thus the shove integral 
is equal to
-J
5 - 6
- Z
LI jX.
5— 6= tcwA'
(r o -TTC
% L t J Z Z .K. ^  -y^ — T^ -> \ |5 " - rxv'( x,-x) ( . X ' j ('((-tj .
•“ I 4* 6 ^  ^ o \^C>^c^){T-T^ ■
The function (xi - lo uniform in tbe ^-plane 4* between
the pointo S a> 2i and 5 *= Xe# and It is multiplied by  ^ ' e
when wo pass from one edge of the cut to tbo other, revolving ebout tho
point 6 a in tho positive sense. Taking a contour surrounding thio
oMo out and traversed in the positive sense, we have for the integral
C x c t ) Æ II — ^ TT Lb^I- e
p -v-i
^  «
cKL
The integral on the right hand side behaves at Infinit^lUx) ^  and kao 
only one polo, of the second order, % « ; evaluating the residua wo
get
^  ' - Y u  "^-1. -Ysj-Ir’ ■^'—*\
^  ( ^ r  ( ix )  ^ <?
New if VO use the substitution
Z. - y., tecome,
cT*' X  *X  4) becCTiss .p , and llrv — -------   becomes ^  C c f t ^  — "ir^  ^  X | - X x .  %. ^
60 that equation (B) mey be written 
oo K  f ^  (_4_ oC + ^ ' / Z C ï4T 9 ^ 1 -
^ ( X y / ^ )  R ^ C t )  r .Î. J  - e
V , C T
where 'Yvv - C<Xr ^  ^  ( X  \ ^  I
Biis is the formula for tbe generating function, and from it we con get 
tho value of F(k) by putting x o ^ a  and multiplying both sides by (l - a). 
Pollaczch used thio formula to get on asynqtotlc expansion for large valuer 
of t intended for numerical computation. It is however highly complicated 
and appears to be inconvenient for practical computation.
. In a later paper (19)4) [ t3] Vaolot discussed transformations 
leading to a more convenient fozyrfor PoUaczek's integral and gave a 
numerical method of cosmuting tho delay distribution. Even in this case, 
however, the process is very complicated. He exes^lfied the ststhod by 
evaluating F(u) for u » 1Ü0.
2pa -
Pollaczek's paper can be regarded as giving a complete solution 
to the ssatheisatical problem of determining the delay dietribution.
The method by which he inverts the Laplace transform is quite ingenious, 
The fact that the result is so complicated appears to be due to the 
Iv'tractability of the problem rather than to any deficiencies in his 
method.
*• 2  —
2. f Practical computation of the delay distribution. Riordan (19$$).
She solutions of the problem by Fain and FoUaczek arc cathenatically 
complete but did not result in an easy method of calculation of tha actual 
delay distribution. This probably led Riordan to take up the practical 
problem of computicg the delay distribution curves.
In 1933 [ H} he discussed this question. For small values of n, he 
solved equations (3) approximately using a differential analyser, osd he 
pointed out that if we write (v*) ■ F ^ W  = in (3) It reduces to
d F M  , which is McUor's equation, so that Mellor's 
solution  ^can be used as an approximation for large a.
He also obtained, by repeated differentiation of (3) and evaluation at
Iva 0, the l^clavrin series for F^(^) in the formn
3F  1 ^  ^  - •—  ^ ^  — +
^  ^  3  L ( j n + 0 ^  ^
which happens to be the came as j
p ^ ( u )  =  ; 1 -
As Q{ 1, this approaches Kellor's solution. This last form was used, 
as a botter apprcxizoation than MsUor's, for large n.
To check the accuracy of his approximation, Riordan discussed the 
xBcmento of the delay distribution. Be calculated the first seven of those 
exactly, by deducing from equations (3) a corresponding relation between 
the moQ&ento, which he was able to solve. His method was as follows.
If we write
~ % r i ^
for k = 1, 2, 3, 4, ..
r ® ®  I- • 1  . C O
-w, k  “  \ L" =  k  5 U.*^"'
for k = 1, 2, 5, .... .
C O  ' W
then M | <  =  ( » - < ^ )  ^ ' K , K  .
'YV -a O
00 00
Ai=o .  =  j  -  =  ( L < 4  * ! ; « „ •  ‘
Integrating both aides of (3) with respect to (A^trcm 0 to oove get for
’--t
Thio relation was used to find tho m^zents for h » 1, 2, 3# ... .
For K] the eg ation is multiplied by and summed on n, giving tha result
L- \ o  L  C L|| I !*-oi — — L-bi
where
L o i
L  u %
L 1 o
J) —
Thus ^ ( l -
M , = ( 1
”• 28  «
(^Yl+0 cC y^y\.f} J 
^  { T% 4-n oC nz
cL
r  ^  r^
V ^  ’^ C  ^ ”" ^ y  M  I 7 which gives the value
<K.j , which is the meao delay of delayed calls, Ihls is
the BQiaa ae the mec.n delay in the case of service in order of arrival.
Riordan then Introduced functions L.. defined by I ^  ^ "=^  Of K  ^
Q — d )  M(^ «Ani "" ( ÿ  ? 0,1,
and the quantity defined as the ratio of the moment to the corres- 
ponding moment for service in order of arrival. Thus"1?.^  zr L o  |<
which is equal to ^ I —  ^ ^  M k .
From the above recurrence relations between tho noaen^, Eiordan was 
able to deduce a corresponding relation between the L's which could be solve:
and which thus led to the determination cf the R“s. The first three values
of R. ore found to be
- R ,  =  I s - R i . =  t z t  z Â ^ r -  ■
In this way he was able to give the actual values of tbe first eight 
moments (including M^).
Results suggested that F(u') might be approximated by the sum of a few 
exponential terms, of the form —  [ 9 - oC) ^
A xTT”
F C ^ )  =  A, ^  4- fAt.............. .........
moinoDts.
As an erenple, with 2 exponentials ve require
pVj-V-A^ -5  ^A, x , - î - j ^ 4' A ^
C M  A .  X ? - ' ” A x .x L  = " ^ 3
Using known values of Rg and H3 ve find from these equations
x " '  CL Î-A. =  I- J%" , X-v-= ,
(i.e.) the approximation for F(u), by taking two terms only is
I {\ — V 4 u  J ■€.
which lo o good fit for a < 0.7 roughly.
Riordan concluded that a small nusziber of exponentials in the sum (a 3) 
is enough to gi^ e^ a good fit.
In an addendum to his paper Riordan stated that Pollacsek's integral 
for F(u ), referred to in g 2.6, bad been evaluated numerically by Rice for 
values of u up to 140, and that the agreement with his own values vas close 
enough to suggest that approxi mat ion by the sum of a few exponentials la 
satisfactory.
Riordan'3 paper appears to be a major contribution to the work on thlc 
problem, firstly because he was able to evaluate the moments of tbe distri­
bution exactly and secondly because he vas able to get satisfactory 
numerical results by replacing the distribution function by ouch a clxsiple 
expression as the sum of a fev exponentials.
Wilkinson (1953) C^W carried out simulation tests to check agreement
50 -
with Riordan*G results. He examined the delays of 3000 calls with c » 2, 
cr ca 0,9 and I3OO calls r^ith c « 10, a « 0.8, and found satisfactory agree* 
zaent.
2.8 Le Roy, (1957) [Ç*J , gave a diocussion of the problem in matrix 
notation. He first obtains a formal solution, in matrix fom, which is 
effectively a Nhcl&urln series, of a system of first order linear differen­
tial equations with constant coefficients and with starting values for the 
functions at the origin. He then discussed the question of fitting by 
moments, i.e., he approximated to a required distribution function by mean: 
of 0 function of chosen form, having the same moments (up to a specified 
order) as the required function. The form he chdsegi#a6 
e*^[d + dj^ ♦ dg ^  + ... + d. f  where d^ is a constant and p aO  e . p  p. 0J p
positive integer, and to find the coefficients d^, he useé. Laguerro
polynomials.
He prefer^SUbhis form to the sum of exponentials chosen by Riordan, 
because he conslderAthe calculations simpler. In fact there seems to be 
little difference between the two methods in mathematical complexity.
He discusseC also the following question: given the function
|:(u) =  -----
(i.e. d^, di, ... d^ are known) and its first q mcssents Mi, .. M^,
it Is required to find d. (j « p + 1, p 4- 2, ... p + q) in terms of
d , di, ... d , Ml, ... M . such that ^  ^
'Clhas the samo moments as 7(u) defined in (l ). " ^  ^ *
He DOW expresses Vaulot's fundamental equations (3) In matrix form 
and gives their formal solution, effectively a Kaclaurin series. For
nuaiericai calculation, however, ho prefers the formpP(u) a [d + diu + ... 4* d and he calculates d («I ), di and dg o p p. o
from the differential equations. Ee also finds a recurrence relation 
between the d^ in a form similar to that of Palm's. He shows too that 
there is a recurrence relation between the memento, which can be solved, 
and calculates Mi, %  end
Using matrix notation, he discusses Rioz*dan'o method of solving the 
recurrence relation for the moments, and chows that it is effectively 
the seme as his own.
As a numerical example, he takes the values of d^, di, dg. Mi, 
already found, and a <a ÿ, and finds da, d^, dg and d^ in the expression 
( 0  for P(u). Then he evaluates ?(u) for u » 1.
The use of matrix algebra adopted by Le Roy to solve the problem is 
interesting. For practical calculations, however, hie method seems to be 
complicated, as he was able to get only 7 of the d-coefficients in hie 
numerical example. Since Riordan seems to get a good fit vflth a sum of 
only 2 or 3 exponentials, the disadvantages of his isethod are not important 
in practice.
2.9 Finite queue
A situation which clesirly leads to similar equations and which Is 
perhaps more realistic, bub which does not seem to have been discussed 
before, is that in which calls are chosen at random from a queue which 
is restricted to a finite sise k. It is tf%e that such a cose lo not 
likely to be suitable for theoretical treatment, but the fact that 
equations (3) now become finite in cumber makes it possible to solve them 
by computer for values of k large enough to be practical and to give an 
approximation to the result for the infinite queue.
'*
Both the equilibrium state probabilities and the differential 
equaticiia for the delay distribution isust be uiodificd for this case. Is 
the transition equations of g 2.2 above, v now takes values from 0 to 
e + k; equations (l) become
^  ^  " ÿ l   ^ ^  J >
m
v =  c,ic-^yv ■•
fAlOrO ^  * I ) y ^ O
V -  O /  _ \  K -t-l
' ' r  ^  ^y - o
t'' « y  . o £ ^  f I ~
T o  =  j-i L  t -  " / c  J  .
We are interested in what happens to a call which is delayed and ip
admitted to tbe oueuer the probability that an arriving call is delayed
CH-H-*  r- 1 ( a , \ kbut is admitted la
vr^c.
end the conditional probability that ouch a call, cm its arrival, finds 
n others waiting is
, Yl\-oC "P }Z±-^ . 7\= o.», •••■U^ -0.
Equations (3) are now k in nuaû>er (n « 0, 1, ... k - l), because vs are 
considering only calls which dxo delayed but are admitted to tbe system^ 
Since n is the nuzsber of calls waiting when the call in question arrives, 
the isaxixam value of n is k - 1 • Tbo first (k - 1 ) equations are wchangod; 
but the last one becomesL F^-i - F„.V" • ,
-  35 -
Therefore the k equations now ore
c L F ^ W  _  3 -  F  - ( ' 4 - ^ )
— X Ï C  ^
()')
for TL- I ^ 7-.......7.
Thus finally, the probability that a call which is delayed but is adznitted 
will be delayed more than t ie given by
T V
I - 7 ^ 0  ^  ^ .......  (4")
with F(0) « 1.
By aeons of tbe Birins computer, the equations ()*) were solved for o » 0.9 
and k w 20, 40 and 60 and for values of u up to 50. The results are given 
below.
Solution of finite set of differential equations
The above process involved the numerical solution of 20, 40 and 60 
linear differential equations. The right hand side terms are relatively 
simple in that they never have zcore than three non-zero terms. A program&z 
was written which constructed the right hand sides and then the equations 
were solved by a Runge-Kutta process. With 20 equations, each cycle took 
less than 1 minute, while 4o and 60 equations took for each cycle less than 
2 and 5 minutes respectively. The results obtained are shown in Table No. I 
attached. Riordan*s results for or « 0.9 for the infinite queue are also 
given for comparison.
-  -
A oystsm with a finite nuzaber of places in the queue is in a sense 
not directly comparable with one with on infinite number, for in the foroer 
our attention is restricted to calls which gain admission to the system, 
while in the latter the question of admission does not arise. Nevertheless 
a comparisoD between Riordan's results and ours may be of interest as 
indicating how good an approximation the infiaita-nuaber case gives for 
practical systems, fdiich necessarily have a finite number of places.
Thus from Thble Bo, 1 we see that the vaines of F(u) for k ## # and 
k « 60 differ by less than 10*' when u «• I5# Pereas at that value of n 
the values for k «• 49 and k « 40 differ by nearly 8 x 10*^| on the other 
hand, when u is as lew os 3 the values of F(u) for k « <» and k « 20 differ 
by nearly 6 x 10*^» We eon interpret these results for practical cases 
by r^aedbering that u ~  : the value u «* 15 corresponds to 15 average 
holding-times when e «< 1, to 1.5 when c « 10 and to 0.5 when c m 30. In 
fact from the table it appears that the infinite-queue results give a 
good approximation, even for values of u as high as 50, for practical 
cases in which the queue is limited to size 40 or more, whereas the 
approximation is rather inaccurate for u as low as 5 when the queue is 
limited to size 20.
Graph Bo. 1 gives the delay distribution curve for the finite queue 
when k « 60 in comparison with that for the infinite queue given by 
Riordan.
-  ~
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3. constant
3.1 Introduction
An oaeuzsytton trhicb le often male about bolding-time la that it la 
constant. Thio la at the opposito extreme to exponential boldiag^lce*
It baa a practical application in telephony^ being approximately realised 
with long^dlstance calls.
3.2 The equilibrium state probabilities for this case vere given by 
Croasnelin In 1932 [9-1, bie argument being as fbllovs. Tabs the oonstaxit 
helding-tizae as imlty. The probability that the system la In a given state 
at the begiming of a unit time interval is equal to the probability of the 
S8S29 state at the end of the interval. The equations satisfied by the
may be obtained by the following orguBBsnt.
Let us consider the states of the system at tha beginning and at the 
end of a unit Interval of time. If the number of calls la the system at 
the begianing Is e or less and there are no arrivals during the unit tine 
interval^ the number of calls at the end of the interval will be aero (the 
holding^tlme being unity in this case). Thus P « b f uhere
VJ»C ® ®
b » S F R probability of mot more than o calls in the system and a ie the ® v«0 ^parameter of the Poisson arrival input.
Sy similar orgumento vs get
-p, =
— CL, —  <1..
in
Using the generating function technique^ the values of are obtained as 
foUovs O O  ^  c?o
V::.o
Since O s s 1, f(s) is regular and hounded for | sf < 1, Moltlplylng 
OQttntiQOs (8) by a *  respectively and adding, vo get
=.
■, z * * < w .
c
I f  C ^ ^ C T - )  =  ^ 2 . T j ^  (bo t h a t  V) -  ^  ),
««" 2f=ç(^; -
Q.Ç.C-Î.) -  zT" /&C.
If t hi s  is t o  give a detexmisate solution for P^, ... P ^  t hen
*(z) m 1 - B* ^a(l-s) h a v e  t h o  same n u m b e r  o f  roots In a n d  on tbo 
unit cirelo a s C ^ C s )  - a® h^.
Grommelln gives an analytical proof also of the fact that the equation 
*(z) a 0 has c roots in and on the unit circle and that the only root of 
unit modulus is mity. Rote that e <■ 1 Is a root of Q^(z) ~ * 0,
*• .Ùu -
oiQce Î ) •* b^. So we can write cow
-  Z.^ /(rc. =  k  ( z - v  I ' Z . - X , ) ........
where (a = 1, 2, e-1 ) Is a roo6 of “ O such that | < I
. k  {"^“ O  ^ ^ " ^ 0 .......C ^ “ ^c-i)Thus C%) 3    — --------------------    “ '*'(9)c P  l-L)
and k must be such that f(l) » 1.
Hence f )
K  =  ” *
The Required are the coefficients of the powers of %  Ic the axpasBloD 
of (9) lAmi \*Z-( < 1. Per j^raetieal determination of the values of the 
P'e, however It appears to be more convenient to solve the equations (8) 
numerically*
Crozomalic worked out the delay distribution for order-of-arrival 
service using generating fanctions and gave a numerical example for 10 
€lmes and for traffic Intensity #4. Curves shoeing the probabilities of 
delays exceeding various specified times were also given and compared with 
the corresponding results for exponential holding-times.
In a later paper, 1934 (2»] he extended this work.
3«3 Burke, In 1939 I I ]» took up the problem of the equilibrium delay 
distribution for one ehaimél with constant holding-time. Poisson arrivals 
and randcai service. The problem for order-of ^arrival service had already 
been widely investigated, la particular by Pollacsek in 1930 and 1939 
and by Crcsaselin In 1932 and 1934; but Burke*s appears to be the first
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to consider the case of random service with constant holdins-tlm, 
Be discussed the prohlm for one Use.
Be assîmes statistical equilibrium end points out that the delay 
consists of two parts, a ftactlocal part at the beginning, foUoved by 
an integral part. The first part is the time from the arrival instant of 
the call in question to the first departure epoch after the arrival of 
this call. The second part Is the time from the first departure epoch 
to the time the call in question gains service. Since at the first 
departure epoch nisdom selection from the waiting calls is adopted, the 
second part of tb/. delay is statistically independent of the first part. 
The probeblUty distrlbutiœ for the first part is a uniform distribution 
over the Interval 0 to 1 because of the assumption of random arrivals.
% e  state oT the system at the first departure epoch after the 
arrival of the coil In qaoetlon, which is delayed, is the basis on which 
the problem is bu^It. The oervlce-tios is taken as unity. Burke's 
arguments ore as given below.
Let p. « e:iilibrium probability that a delayed call has n other n
calls waiting 7ith it at first departure epoch after its arrival, 
n o 0, 1, ... etc. There can be n others waiting with it then only if
(i) at the last departure before its arrival there were j calls
in the system and during the holding-time (n + 1 - j) other 
calls arrived (j « 1, 2, «... n+1 ) (at a departure epoch, 
the call just finishing servioe is not included in the 
counting);
(ii; at the last departure before its arrival there were zero calls 
In system and during the holdingytime n arrived; thus
Tv < C ^  y  T“i ^  O  - ,
' 3 1  - k?\ -) " + ' )  1
I . ■'•TN TO \ "" 1^"" ^
(*'*') t~^Yu - C PoT^ F*) <Z —  h T , - e  —  ..... --w'. ^  o\-()L. . . .  '
which is the Game as P^ obtained from Crommelin's equations (8) for the 
case c « 1.
If, following Burke, t o write G(t/n) as the eondltlosal probability 
of a de]^ s t, given that the delayed call Is with a others at the first
departure epoch after its arrival, and 0(t) for the delay distribution for09an arbitrary call, then 0(t) » £ k/ Q(t/n) - * • -- (10)D"0 T#Let the actual delay be T (a random variable), consisting of a fractional 
part followed by an integral part T* •
(i) T* is independent of f , because of the random choice at the
first departure epoch after the arrival of the coll in question
(ii) T” has a uniform distribution over (O to 1 ) because of the racdc:^  
arrival of the calls.
Bow let us assume for a given time t, as in the case of T, that the
fractional part is t" and the integral part is t*.
TlMffl “  Sr€ib*a>mty (. T  ^  t \'w)
=  Tn. t' [irv.) -hTn.[j'* (r'
T " 6  k " h j
Ttu (  -r jnrv) ^  t?' P/u [ T  =
_  ?r^(y*= C W  4- t" <îv(*r'3 t' (1?
L % O
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If we wite Probability (T* « t/jx) e Q^Ca), then C^(n) =» and
-.-(12)
L J > - »  '  .L  - %/%-,....
It le possible to write an expression for (T* » i/n) by direct proba­
bility orguoient^, but for computation the recurrence relation (12) is 
more convenient. Vrcm (9) we get « 1 - a and then from P^ the values
of the P. can be obtained by recurrence from (8). Then 0(t) is obtained n
by substituting in (10) the values of G(t/n) and obtained by the 
recurrence relations stated above.
Burke gives graÿhs for the distribution of delay up^to 130 holding- 
times and eompares the results with those for raodosi-selection q^ e^ues for 
exponential bolding-timas given by Wilkinson, for large occupancy levels.
Burke's paper is notable for its clear etatemsnt of the assuBqptiona 
underlying the solution, for its emphasis on the fact that the delay 
distribution depends essentially on the state of the system at the next 
departure epoch following the arrival of the call in question, and for 
its derivation of the equilibrium state probabilities at that instant.
As will be seen irmedlately, Burke* s method can up^to a point be extended 
to systems with more than one line.
3.4 Extension of Burke's fozmulae for two lines
( 1 ) Equilibrium state probabilities for c « 2 - constant holding 
time.
Let us consider the case of two lines Li and 1% as shown in the figure 
bcloif, to get the equilibrium state probability p^.
•• 42  "
(Previous departure (1st departure epochk* epoch on L] ) k after the arrival of A)
4- i  L,6
»arrival of call A
A call A arrives and finds both lines engaged. The first departure epoch 
after A's arrival will be denoted by k, and the line on which it occurs 
will be called . The probability that at k there will be (a + l) calls 
waiting, including A [i.e. (n + 2) altogether in the system - the depart­
ing call is not included in the counting] will be denoted by p^.
To find a relation involving the p^ in the equilibrium case we fix 
attention on k", the last departure epoch on Li before the arrival of A. 
Then if at k* the nuzaber of calls in the system exceeds one, k* is exactly 
one unit of time earlier than k, but if at k* the nmfber in the system is 
one or none, k* is more than one unit earlier than k. In that case, since 
both lines are engaged when A arrives, there is certain to have been an 
arrival (of a call B, say) exactly one unit earlier than k: in arriving 
at the relation involving the p^ we must take into account arrivals 
during the (unit) service-time of B. Similarly, if the number in the 
system at k* is two [(i.e.) a call just starts service on Li at k* and 
a call is in process of being served on Iq], there is certain to have been 
an arrival between k* and the arrival of A, otherwise would not be 
when A arrives.
It follows then that if there are n calls waiting with A at k, 
there could have been j in the system at k* (j « 3, 4, ... (n + 3)]
uith (n * 3 - j) arrivals (in addition to that of A) in the service- 
time ending at k, or 2, 1j 0 at k*, with n arrivais in the service-time 
eodiog at k. Thus, since in equilibrium the state-probabilities are 
independent of the time of k',
- .
This la CroEsnelln'fi formula for for c * 3. %erefore the conditionoJ. 
probability for c « 2 is identical with the state-probablllty 
for c « 3; and can be obtained by solving Croszsislln's equations (8).
(ii) Belay dlstrlbirtlco
To get the conditional probability of a delay St, given that the 
delayed call is wadting \d.th n others at the first departure epoch after 
Its arrival, we proceed as follows.
A call A arrives and finds both the lined Lj and Iq are engaged. Let 
the first release be at time t] after its arrival, on. line Li, and let 
there be n other calls waiting with it then. The second release is on
Is, at tlxse tg after the first release cm Lj.
Then 0 < ti < 1, (0 < ta < 1 ); 0 < ti -i- ta < 1 (i.e. ), 0 < tg < 1 - ti.
If we write 0(t/n, t%, t@) for the conditional probability of a delay
s t in these circumstances, and G(t/t^,tg) as the delay distribution 
for an arbitrary delayed call, which arrives a time t% before the first 
release cn Li, which is Itself time tg before the first release on Lg, 
then
G v  j t, , ^  G u ---------------- -----
Tv ^  O
ïhG delay T consiots of a fractional part T” at the bagliaaing (up to the 
first release) end a part T" after the first release, which may be integral, 
(if it gaina service on line Lj) or partly integral, partly fractional (if 
it gains service on line Iq ). These can be seen clearly from the figure 
shown below.
1st departure epoch on ^
T?
^  -1st release on 1%
 ^call A asTivee (where « 1 - t2 )
FIGVBS t
Let [T* ] denote the integer part of T* and let us assume for a given time t
that the fractional pert is t** azzd the integral part t*.
Then C(t/n, t|, t^) « Probsbility ([T"J < t'/n)
+ Probability {[T'J " t* and fractional part of
T 6 t"/n)
Let us define P^Ci/t^) as the probability that the call in question is 
present with n others just before a departure epoch, the next release 
being at ts (on the other line) and is delayed i intervals of time.
By an interval we mean the time between successive departures on lines 
Lx and Iq starting from the first departure epoch on Lx# That is the 
time intervals are tg and tg alternately, until the call gains service. 
Hote that (tg + tg) m 1 as shown in Figure 1 above.
0 C»
-'h'l^^C' -7-tr AA-A fc,^ ^  1^  
^ T ^ V  - - C ^ t V l )  C h 4 " t O ^
(where 1 « number of intervals of tjjno ts and tg taken alternately from 
first release to actual departure)
=  - P u C M t g  ^  1 4
l - o
v±sro ti and tg have uniform distribution over 0 to 1 since the arrival 
of the call is random.
T2x> first release can be cn either line and hence multiplying the 
result by 2, we get ^ j
' '  L - O  o  V 3 0
4- ] V t ,  l'
^  Ô
b" p fc'L b4 - J ^  d t r ,  I
The value of P^Ci/tg) in the integrand can be ovalmted for suitable 
values of n, 1, tg by means of the recurrence formula given below and 
then a nunericol integration process con be used to get the value of 0(t/n).
5 T T . - 0 , I. V ..........
^  2’s O
T  . 1 *» ^ , %  L6 P<n>S^  (rw.«tor, t ^ =  l - t ^  - ,
It appears, therefore, that Burke's argument can he exteolcd to the ease 
of 2 lines, giving a practical cuBerical procedure. It was felt, however, 
t%at an attempt to solve the problem by Nonto Carlo oiethods would be not 
only simpler but easier to apply to cases with more than two lines.
3.5 Konte Carlo i4ethod
(i) It is clear that the problem lends itself to investigation by 
lioiate Carlo mothods. As a check, it vas decided first to examine the ease 
e a 1 in this way, ^  see if good agreement with Burke's results could be 
obtained.
A programme for the Sirjus computer vas written to find the state 
probabilities in the case c » 1. Using Cromcelin's equations (6) when 
c « 1, the values of Pi, Pg .... are obtained by a step-by-step process.
starting with the value of P^ « 1
^  " R > V  - 'Fo H-T, +•••• + ~  ^ J F c  j then 
T?»,. -3 Tî.^., (.'»'> O) = ' ^ o
She values of R^, Hi, Bg ... were obtained up to the stage at which the 
value vas .9999 correct to 4 places of decisale.
A Kante Carlo prograsame vsis written in which four digit random nuaiben 
(interpreted os probabilities to 4 decimal places) were used to determine
(i) how m n y  calls are present with the given call at the first 
departure epoch after its arrival, using the values of
4Y -
Hi, Rg ... already obtained;
(li) whether the given call is chosen for service at a release; 
(ill) if it is not chosen, how many other calls arrive before the 
next release.
Thus the history of each call could be followed. The results obtained 
for the delay times of calls were arranged in a frequency distribution 
and the delay distribution was wmiced out for comparison with Burke's 
results.
For a m 0.9, three sets of independent data, eentaining respectively 
300, 300 and 428 calls were obtained, to eaaaine the consistency in the 
results. Ibey are given below in Thble II along with Burke's for compari­
son. It is evident that the results are fairly consistant and that they 
agree satisfactorily with Burke's results, as read from his graph. The 
attached graph Uo» 2 shows the curves ef Bnzte's result and the average 
value of the three sets obtained by the Monte Carlo method, fbom the 
curves it is seen that there is good ogreement between the two for values 
of u to 30. For higher values of # the Honte Carlo method gave very 
few observations and this probably accounts for the difference between 
the results.
The results are given in terms of a[1 - 0(t)), as is usual in delay 
problems.
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(ll) In Ct’onelis’s equations^ when c > 1, the equations can no longer 
be solved by a step-by-step process. P ^ " > O a s v - ^ w ,  however, so that 
all the P*s from a certain stage onward will be negligible to & given 
degree of accuraeyi if the higher ?*s are equated to aero# the equations 
can be solved for the lower P*a as a finite set of linear algebraic 
equations. It vas convenient on the eooputer to put and higher P^s 
as sero and solve the resnltlng 39 equations. In fact it vas found that 
P^^ and osvards were negligible. The values of Ri ... up to the one 
which, correct to 4 places of decimals, vas equal to .9999 were obtained 
from the P's. The BSonte Carlo programme for this ease vas as follows %
Four digit random nuzohors interpreted as decimal fractions were obtained 
from the computer and used to represent the probabilities of the variousk
i •random occurrences in the problem. Of the first two random numbers, the 
smaller one was token os t% and the difference between the two as t@, so 
that ti + tg < 1. Random nusibers in succession were then nsed to represei: 
the probabilities of the problem at each stage to see whether the arbi­
trary call A obtained service on line Li or and to get the delay time. 
Thus the programme finds, by means of random numbers,
(i) how many calls are waiting with the given call A at the first 
departure epoch on Li after its arrival, using the values 
of R^, Hi, Re . already obtained;
(ii) whether call A gains service on L% at the first departure 
epoch;
(iil) if the call A is not chosen for service at the first departur 
epoch on L%, how many other calls arrive in tine t* before 
the next' release m  line 1%;
i) (iv) whether call A gaina eervice on 1% at the first departure 
epoch on IqI
(▼) " again if the c^I A is not chosen for service on line Ig at 
. r its first depaxture epoch, hov many other calls arrive in
i;- time ^  before the next release on line Li«
The above processes (li) to (v) are repeated to trace the history
of each call and to find its delay time. The arrivals in (ill) and (v) 
follow Poisson distributions with mean a tg and a tg alternately, and 
the programme had to be constructed to take account of this alternation.
For two independent sets of 1000 calls each, the delay times were
obtained and the delay distributions were worked out. The two delay
distributions are shown in Table III. It is clear from the figures that 
there is consistent in the results. Graph III shows the two curves.
In Graph IF the results of the two sets cmËbined are given. There appear 
to be no results available, even for service in order of arrival, agEd.nst 
which these con be directly compared. In his 1934 paper, Crommelln gives 
results for delays up to 6 holding-times, for constant holding-time and 
service in order of arrival, for 2 lines but for a • 0.8. His results are 
shown in gra^ IV. The agreement with ours appears to be satisfactory 
and, as is tt> be expected, his graph lies above ours for small values of t 
and below for large values of t.
It seems reasonable to conclude that systems involving random service 
are best examined by Mante Carlo methods, for there appears to be no 
difficulty in applying the methods not only to larger systems of the 
types we have discussed but also to others in which perhaps more general, 
or more realistic, assumptions are made regarding the arrival and service- 
time distributions.
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he eopUed to more then two lioee, end it eeamo poeeitle that this mitfit 
leed to o preetiQ^ nothod of smsrieel evelmotioa of the dtetrihmMom.
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